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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to solve the problem of one-

dimensional heat conduction in a body composed of two plane-boundary

semi-infinite homogeneous solids of different materials in "imperfect contact"

along their interface. ("Imperfect contact" is defined by equation (4) below.)

The Laplace transformation method is used both in discovering and in rigor-

ously establishing the solution, by means of the inversion theorems of

Churchill and Doetsch(1). The question of uniqueness is not considered here.

2. The boundary value problem. Let t denote time, x the perpendicular

distance from the interface, a, and k, the thermal diffusivities and conductivi-

ties, respectively, of the two materials, and X the interface resistance(2).

Throughout, f(x) is a known function, integrable over any finite interval,

such that

\f(x) I = a exp (/3 | x \ ),

where a and ß are non-negative constants. If U(x, t) is the temperature, we

have the following boundary value problem(3):

dU d2U
(1) -= ar-, t > 0, x ?± 0,

dt dx2

(2) lim U(x, t) = /(*), x^O,
I->0

dU dU
(3) lim ki- = lim k2-> t > 0,

i->-o     dx      x^+o dx

dU
(4) U(+ 0, t) - U(- 0, t) = limXJv-, t > 0.

i->o dx

The constants, a,, k„ and X are all assumed to be greater than zero.

Presented to the Society, April 11, 1942; received by the editors November 22, 1941.

(') Cf. Churchill, The solution of linear boundary-value problems in physics by means of the

Laplace transformation. Part I. A theory for establishing a solution in the form of an integral, for

problems with vanishing initial conditions, Math. Ann. vol. 114 (1937) pp. 591-613. This paper

will be designated by [C].

Cf. Doetsch, Theorie und Anwendung der Laplace Transformation, Berlin, 1937. This book

will be designated by [D].

(2) Cf. Riemann-Weber, Die Partiellen Differential-Gleichungen der Mathematischen Physik,

5th edition, 1912, vol. 2 pp. 85, 100.
(3) Throughout, *=1 if x<0, i>—2 if x>0.
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Define $,(t) as follows:

(5) $,(*) = U(-0,t),      4>2« = U(+ 0,0, < > 0.

Then the solution can be written by means of    in the well known form(4)

(6) U(x, t) = Vv(x, t) + f  *,(/ - ©•faMS*1'*, Qd£, t > 0,
J 0

where

(7) t) = x exp (- x2/4l)/2(7r<3)1/2,

(8)
l r0

Vi(x, t) = — \   /(Ö {©(* - «a,<) - e(* + £ai*)}#, * > 0,

(9) ©O, t) = (ttj)"1'2 exp (- x2/4i),

and F2 is obtained from V\ upon replacing <Xi by a2 and integrating from 0

to 4- «j.
Equations (3)-(6) now give two simultaneous integral equations for the

unknown functions <!>„(/)• These will be solved by the method of the Laplace

transformation.

3. The transformed problem and its solution. Throughout we use the

singly-infinite Laplace transformation:

L{ U(x, t) \ = I   e-"'U(x, t)dt = u(x, s).
J o

For the sake of definiteness let s be any complex number whose real part is

greater than 32/32. Denoting the transforms of U, V, and so on, by u, v, and

so on, respectively, the transforms of equations (3), (4), (6), are:

du(x, s)       I       du(x, s)
(3') lim ki- = lim k2-■ >

1-.-0        dx i-»+o dx

du(x, s)
(4') <t>z(s) - 0i(s) = lhnX*, -1

z-»o dx

(6')(6) u(x, s) = <p,(s) exp [- I x \ 0/V)1'2] + v,(x, s).

Eliminating <b, from these equations we obtain the transformed solution:

(10) u(x, s) = y,(x, s) + w,(x, s)

(4) Cf. H. S. Carslaw, The mathematical theory of the conduction of heat in solids, 2d edi-

tion, London, 1921, §§18, 23.
(s) The first term of the right member is obtained by the "Faltung" rule. Cf. [D, chap. 8],

For the specific transformations used, see the table in [D, Appendix 2].
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where

yi(x, s) = [kt/aT(A +&1/2)]|(a2s)"1/2J°°/(Ö

(11) exp [- s1/2| £flrl's - xarll2\ }dt,

- (alS)-l>2f /(Ö exp [- I * + i I (V«i)1/2]^| ,     x < 0,

(12) /i = jW1'2 + jW1'2,      5 = xm^aa)-1'2,

5) = [l/2(öl5)1'2] f  /({) {exp [- I * - f I (s/aO1'2]

+ exp [- I x + £1 Ci/aO1'1] }<*£, * < 0,

(13)

and y2, w2 are obtained from ylt wi, respectively, upon interchanging the sub-

scripts 1 and 2 and the integrals     and /J3«.

4. The inversion problem. It is easily seen that the operations d/dx and

lima_o are interchangeable with the integrations in (11) and (13), and hence

that (10) is an actual solution of the boundary value problem (3') and (4').

To show that the inverse Laplace transform of u(x, s) exists and is a solution

of the original boundary value problem, we use the inversion theorems of

Doetsch and Churchill. For the inverse we use the notation:

1 /.rfui

L~l\u(x, s) \ = lim-; |       euu(x, s)ds\

that is, Z.-1 always means this particular form of the inverse, whether or

not it is true that u(x, s)=L [L~l [u(x, s)]}. Throughout, y >32ß2, Ris1'2) St 0.

Note that y and w are composed of two types of integrals, according as x

and £ have the same or opposite signs. It is sufficiently general to consider

the following:

(14) z(x, s) = i-1 f /(0 exp [- (x + ®sU*]dt, *£0,
J 0

(15) s) - s-1'2 f /(Ö exp [-1 * - f| s"*]di, *fc0.
J 0

We begin with some inequalities. Noting that \es\ =exp [R(0 ] and that

R(s1'i)= [(R(s)+\ j|)/2]1/2, the following are easily obtained:

(16) I snz(x, s) I g 23'2a I s \"~s'2 exp [- *( | j| /2)l'»], » £ 0.

d»g(x, s) I
(17)

dxn
3a(2)l'V| * n = 0, 1.
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)

I s<»-i>/* exp [ts - I I - x I s1/2]/(|) I dt

= 23'2a I s |-l+»'2 exp [ty - fc( | J | /2)l'*/4],

7 = £i > 4x = 0, » = 0, h

By means of these inequalities the following lemmas can be proved:

Lemma 1. If 0<xi^x=xlt O^t^ti, « = 0, 1, then Z-1{snz(a:, s)} arid

L~l {d2z(x, s)/dx2} exist and converge uniformly in x and t.

This follows immediately from inequality (16).

Lemma 2. If0=x=xu 0<<igig/2, then

L~Hg(x, s)}

exists and converges uniformly in x and t.

Proof. We wish to show that, given any e>0, there exists an ß(e), inde-

pendent of x and / such that, if w2>wj> ß, then

/. 7—Ü!» y» 7+">I«e"g(x, s)ds + I       e"g(x, s)d. < t.

By equation (15) and inequality (18), the order of integration can be inverted.

Hence, consider

I f /(£) f 7  ' s-1'2 exp [ts - I £ - x I sl'2]dsdZ

/(£> I        *-1'2 exp [ts - || - x] sll2]dsc
0 •'7+w,i

Since the integrands are analytic in s, the integrations on 5 can be carried

out over the contour G + C2 + C3+ C44- Ca-{- Ce, where the C's are straight line

segments with end points as follows: C\'.y— w2f, —w2i; C2: —«2i, — uii;

C3: —uii, y—uii; d'.y+wii, uii; &>'■ uii, «2i; C«: co2z, 74-co2i.

The contribution of Ci is

f /(I) f ° (f — "2i)-1/2 exp [«■ - to,* - I J - x\ (f - «,*)»'*]#<«,

which is less in absolute value than

3a(2)1/se'^I7

•J 0
aß-1'2 exp [014- *7 - I I - * I (Ü2/2)1/2]7^I

A similar proof shows that the total contribution of Ci + Cz + Ci+d is less

than
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- }
Q

which approaches zero as Q approaches infinity, uniformly in x and t.

Finally, the contributions of Ci and Cs can be combined to give

Jl 00 /■» u.

/(öj
0 ;   » O,

exp■[- I f - *| O?/2)1'2]

•cos [tr, - (tt/4) — I £ - X |: (i7/2)1'2]t/-1'2^r)^.

Split the range of integration at £ = £i>2x1. The contribution of the integral

from £i to «> is less in absolute value than

/• oo /■» to2

ae« I    7?-1/2 exp [- |(r;/2)1'2/2]<fr,^.

On making the change of variable f? = 8£"2i;-2 this is found to be less than

8a(2)"2 f   I-1 exp \ßk - |'(b/2)l'«/2]^.

If 0>8j32 this integral converges, and hence can be made less than e by

a suitable choice of £i. Choose such a £i and let it remain fixed.

We have remaining the integral from 0 to £i:

f ?7(S) f V1'2 exp [- I ? - *| (*,/2)f]

•cos [ft? - (t/4) - |i- «| (rj/2)1'2]^.

On making the substitution

(ftjjvi _| g_ ^ i /2(2oi/2 = r

and using the addition formula for the cosine, this is seen to be less in absolute

value than -

2f"1/2 f '/(?) exp [- « - xYI\t\ cos [r>/4) + (| - x)2/8fj

exp [-flf- *| /(2i)1'2] cos

plus the same expression with cos replaced by sin, where

f, = (ton)1'2 - |i - x\ /2(2lY'\ n = 1, 2.

By the second mean-value theorem this is equal to
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2r1'2[ (**'/(£) exp M«.-#| W2)i/2] cos [(x/4) + ftU ^/«l ■
[Jo

cos f 2(ffdf

(19)

plus the same expression with cos replaced by sin, and $i£ft£$t,

But the integrals f£ sin f 2df and /0" cos f 2<ff converge; hence there is a posi-

tive number M such that .

cos f      < M > I I    sin f 2</f

for any values of ft, f3. Thus the expression (19) is less than

3   ' '. •   " ■■ p b
4Mr112 I    I /(£) I exp [- I £ - *| (wi/2)1'*]^.

-    i. . ■

On splitting the range of integration at £ = x this is seen to be less than

12(2)1/We6l/(^)l/2.

which approaches zero as ß approaches infinity, uniformly in a; and /, q.e.d.

Lemma 3. If 0=x^xu QKti^tSh, then L^l{dg(x, s)/dx} exists and con-

verges uniformly in x and t.

Proof. Using the method and notation of the proof of Lemma 2, it is easily

found that the contribution of Ci+Cs + d+Cs is less in absolute value than i

' 12aye''>'+^(2/f2)1'2. '.]

Similarly, the contribution of C2+C5 over the range £i^£^ °° is less than

960fr1 exp [- £!(0/2)1/2/4].

Choose a fixed £1 such that this is less than e. Then we have remaining the

expression

2t~l

0

f |/<£) I ■ f 'exp [- U- x\ {r + |f ~ x\./2{2tY'2}/(2m-2]
Jo \Jt,

•cos [f2 - ft - *)*/«]■ [f + I £ - x\/2(2tyi2]d{

By means of the last bracket this can be separated into two termsr the second

of which, as in the proof of Lemma 2, is less than

12aM^e»x(2/tzü)112.

This leaves: ':"
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2«r' f'Vfl friexp [-|f - »| {f + |$-*|/2(20*'*}/{20l»]
Jo Uf,

■cos [r- - « - *)v«]r*

Integrating by parts with respect to f gives

• 6

oT1 f ' e»«{«P [- I f ~ *l («i/2)1/fJ + exp [-\i-x\ (o.i/2)>'!])i{
J o

+ a(2t3)-\n f **\ f 'U-*ferpf- f{-x| {f + |f}- }/W»]
Jo Ur,

•sin [f2 - (I -

which, as before, is less than

6ae**r1(2/ß)1'2 + 6aM^/(t3ny'2,

which approaches zero as ß approaches infinity, uniformly in x and t, q.e.d.

The following can be proved by the same methods:

Lemma 4. If0=xg.xu (Xltjgfäsfe. « = 0, 1, then L~l{dnz(x, s)/dxn) exists

and converges uniformly in x and t.

Since \sg(x, s)\ does not approach zero as \s\ approaches infinity, the

Laplace transformation method cannot be used to establish the existence(')

of dG/dt and d2G/dx2. This will be done by classical methods by means of

the following:

Lemma 5. g(x, s) =L {G(x, t)}, where

G(x, t) = f /(£)©(* - £, 0J£,
J 0

and then G(x, t) =Z,-1 {g(x, s)}.

Proof. The substitution £=x+2{t112 shows that

(20) f  I /(£)©(* - I, 0 I i{ 2s 2« exp [/3* + 0«*].
J 0

Hence Z.{G} exists and converges absolutely. By (20) the order of in-

tegration in L{G\ can be inverted, giving(')

(•) Cf. [C, Theorem 6],

(') Cf. [D, Appendix 2, table].
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L\G\ - f /(ÖL{e(*-/•.<)}« = «(*,*).
•/ o

Hence, by [D, chap. 6, §5, Theorem 2], G is given by the inversion integral

Using these lemmas we are now in a position to establish the solution of

the original boundary value problem.

5. The solution established.

Theorem 1. The function Wy(x, t) =L_l {w,{x, s)} exists and has the follow-

ing properties:

(a) Wi(x, /) = (l/2)/?./(0{e(*-«;, ait) + &(x+t axt)}dk and W2 is ob-
tained from W\ upon replacing ai by a2 and integrating from 0 to -f-00 •

(b) Wy(x, t) satisfies the differential equation (1).

(c) W,(x, t) satisfies the initial condition (2) at any point of continuity

offix).
(d) lim^o dWr/dx = 0.

Proof. Equation (a) follows from Lemma 5, and the remainder of the

theorem is then easily proved by classical methods(8).

To obtain the complete solution of the problem it is now sufficient to

prove the following:

Theorem 2. The function Y,(x, t) m Lrl\y„{x, s) \ exists and has the follow-

ing properties:

(a) Yr(x, t) satisfies the differential equation (1).

(b) lim Y,(x, 0=0, x ^ 0.
1—0

dYi dY2
(c) lim ki-       = lim k2-> t > 0.

x-—o     dx      z->+o dx

BY,
(d) F2(+0, t) + W2(+0, t) - F^-O, t) - Wi(-0, t) = lim \k„-,    / > 0.

x->o dx

Proof. Y, exists by Lemma 1.

(a) By Lemma 1 and inequality (16), Y, satisfies the hypotheses of [C,

Theorems 6 and 9]. Hence, if xy^O, t>0, dY,/dt=-L~1{sy,). But d*Yy/dx2

= Z,~1{32y„/d:c2}, and, since (11) can be differentiated inside the integral sign,

^ -1 A
-= a„ 1sy„ q.e.d.
dx2

(b) By Lemma 1 and inequality (16) the hypotheses of [C, Theorem 4]

are satisfied, from which the result follows immediately.

(•) Cf. Carslaw, loc. cit., §§16-18 for a proof under more stringent conditions on/(x).
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(c) and (d) From equations (11) and (13) it is easily seen that

dyi(x, s)        .       dy2(x, s)
(21) lim ki--'—- — lim k2 ■

x->—o        dx x->+o dx

(22)    y2(+0,s) + w2(+0, s) - yi(-0, s) - Wi(-0,s) = lim\ky — ■
Ir-K) dx

By Lemma (2) and inequality (17) wy(x, s) satisfies the hypotheses of [C,

Theorem 8]. Hence W,( + 0, t) =L-1{wy(±0, s)}, t>0.

By Lemma 4 and inequality (16), yy(x, s) and dyy/dx satisfy the hy-

potheses(9) of [C, Theorems 8 and 9]. Hence Yy{ ±0, t) =Z~1{y,( ±0,.s)}, t >0

and
•  dY„   .      L dyA

lim -— L~l<  lim -^-> ,
z->±o dx \ x-*±a dx)

t > 0.

Hence conditions (c) and (d) follow from (21) and (22), q.e.d.

To summarize, the solution of the boundary value problem (l)-(4) is

given by     . ., •

(10') U(x, t) = Wy(x, t) + Yy(x, t)

where

(13') Wi(x, 0 = i j M){@(x - & aj) + @(x + I ait)}dt,

W2{x, t) is obtained from Wi(x, t) upon replacing ai by a2 and integrating

from 0 to + *, @ is given by (9), and

(23) Yv{x, t) = lim-; I etsyy(x,.s)ds,

if y >32ß2, where yy(x, s) is given by equations (11).

6. Explicit forms of F. In the preceding section the function F„(x, t) was

obtained as a complex inversion integral. We now develop two more practical

formulas.

Theorem 3. F„(x, /) is given by the following formulas:

Fi(i, t) = ktar1'2 I   e-A"hrin I   f(QQ( \ far1'2 - xar1'2 \ + Bß, t)d£

(24)

- ar1/2 f Ä&QiBp + I x + f [ «r1/2, QdAdp,    % < o < t,

(8) Actually, in [C] it is assumed that dy(x, s)/dx = 0(\s| but the weaker condition

dy/dx = 0(\s\~lls) given by our inequality (16), is sufficient, as can be seen from an examination

of Churchill's proof.
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and Y2 is obtained from Yx upon interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 and the

integrals J^d^and fl„d^.

Proof. Note that in equations (11) each term is of the form

/I 00 .

j(x, s) m s-1!i(A + Bs1'2)-1 I   /(£) exp [- (x + Ö-s1'2]^,    x > 0.
J o

Since (4-fBs1'2)-1 = /„" exp [-(A+Bs^^pjdp, we can write

Jl 00 y» CO

I   /(I)*-1'4 exp [-(*,+ !+ Bß)s1i2]dZdp.
o Jo

By Lemma 1, J(x, i) =Z,-1 } exists. Hence, to prove the present theo-

rem it is sufficient to show that the integration on 5 can be performed inside

the inner integral in (25). This will be done in two steps.

First we show that the integrations on p and .? can be inverted. It is suffi-

cient to prove that(10)

(26)        lim   f "V^e" f i"1/2/(f) exp [- (x + f + Bp)sli*]d$dp
—>«   Jo Jo

converges uniformly in s, and

(27) g-A^t. j   j-i/2/(£) exp [- (x + £ + T^1'2]^

7—Alt *^ 0

converges uniformly in ^.

To prove (26) note that the absolute value of the integral from px to »

is less than

Jl 00
e-Auetnvia j s |-i exp [- (x + Bp)( I 51 /2)l'*]dp

by inequality (16), with n = 1/2 and x replaced by x+Bp. But (28) is less than

23'w j j |-i exp [- *( I , I /2)1'2] exp [- {A + B( | 51 /2)^}px]

A + B(\ s\ /2)1'2

which obviously approaches zero as jui approaches infinity, uniformly in s.

To prove (27), the absolute value of the double integral is less than

23'W? I s |~» exp [- x( I 5 I /2)l'2]ds
T—cct

by inequality (16). But this converges and is independent of p, q.e.d. Hence

(10) Cf. Pierpont, Theory of functions of real variables, 1905, vol. 1 p. 489 §680.3.
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/(*, t) - f   e^" lim       f     c"s-l/2 f /(£) exp [- (* +1 + Üm)s1/2]<^öV.
J o «—*oo 2tTZ J 7—wj J 0

Now, by a proof similar to that of Lemma 5, or by inequalities (16) and

(18), the inversion of the integrations on £ and 5 can be justified. Therefore

/(*, t) - f r-»" f /({)£-»{f-"1 exp [-(* + { + Btis^dZd».
Jo        J o

But the inner integral is well known(n). Hence,

*% 00 y» oo

/(*, 0 = I I  /(£)©(* + £ + Bp, mdp, q.e.d.
Jo Jo

Another form of F is given by the following

Theorem 4.

Yi(x, t) = (h/Ba^i*) f exp [A*(t - r)B~2)
Jo

■

/(SWfar1'2 - ««r1/2, t)<%

(29) + ax"1'2 f /(*)*([* 4- flaf1'2, r)#
J-00

— (A/Ba2112) f /(£)©(£a2-1/2 - xar1/2, r)rf£
Jo

4- J  /({)#(* + £, air)<f£ jdY, * < 0< /,

Yi(x, t) is obtained from Yiix, t) on interchanging subscripts 1 and 2 and

the integrals /0" and /° «,.

Proof. On observing that {A+Bsli2)-l = {s-A2B-2)-i[sll*B-l-AB-*],

and that L~l{(s—A2B-2)~1} = exp [A2tB~2], the result follows immediately

from the "Faltung theorem(12)" since all the Laplace transformations con-

cerned are absolutely convergent. (Compare the proof of Lemma 5 above.)

University of California,

Davis, Calif.

(u) Cf. [D, Appendix 2, table].

(1S) Cf. [D, chap. 8. §5, Theorem IV„].


